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Lion Small ‘o’ Covers
by
Mike Prero

I thought I had actually made this category up, but it turned out that Dan Bitter, OK, was already
collecting these covers, as well...which, in turn, means that it‟s not just me that sees the uniqueness and
collectability of Lion small „o‟ covers!
The small „o‟ is in the manumark, as can be seen here->
The small „o‟ refers to
the „o‟ in „Co.‟ wherein
the „o‟ is actually inside
the capital „C‟. So, is that
what makes these covers
unique. Well, it‟s part of
it, but there‟s more that
these covers have to
offer.
There‟s age. These
covers were all issued
from 1938-1958. Thus,
they‟re all a minimum of
half a century old. That‟s
a selling point.
There‟s the feel. These
covers are physically
different from more
modern covers. They
tend to be slightly thicker
(somewhat more solid, if
you will), and, of course,
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they‟re almost all front-strikers (Almost all, because occasionally they were issued as back-strikers).
There‟s quality. As with just about all of the covers stemming from the Golden Age of matchcover art,
the design and look of these covers are distinctly different from more modern covers.
Thus, all in all, there‟s enough here to justify this as a distinct category among the myriad of cover
categories already recognized. So one doesn‟t have to simply be into manumarks in order to be drawn to
these covers. Also, as a conjunctive aside, since Lion was headquartered in New York during this period, a
relatively high percentage of these covers are from New York City, which makes me even happier because
I also collect NYC covers.
The LION MATCH Co., Inc. N.Y. MADE IN U.S.A. (inside „o‟) manumark is only the „main‟ manumark,
here, by the way. There are other variations in the location, all coming after the initial 1938 issue. The
ones which I‟ve been able to discern thus far (from my Manumark Dating Guide) include:
- LION MATCH Co., Inc. CHICAGO, ILL.
- LION MATCH Co., Inc. CLEVELAND, OHIO.
- LION MATCH Co., Inc. DALLAS, TEXAS.
- LION MATCH Co., Inc DETROIT, MICH
- LION MATCH Co., Inc. DETROIT, MICH.
- LION MATCH Co., Inc. HARTFORD, CONN.
- LION MATCH Co., Inc. INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
- LION MATCH Co., Inc. LOS ANGELES, CAL
- LION MATCH Co., Inc. LOS ANGELES, CAL.
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- LION MATCH Co., INC. MIAMI 45, FLA.
- LION MATCH Co., Inc. MILWAUKEE, WIS.
- LION MATCH Co., Inc.
PHILA., PA.
- LION MATCH Co., Inc. PHILA., PA.
- LION MATCH Co., Inc. PITTSBURGH, PA.
- LION MATCH Co.,Inc. PITTSBURGH,PA.
- LION MATCH Co., Inc. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Now, there are older versions of the inside „o‟ manumark, but I don‟t include them in my above
collection. I keep them separated out. The distinction is that the older versions don‟t have the „Inc.‟ in the
manumark.
- LION MATCH Co N.Y. MADE IN U.S.A. (inside “o”)
[1934-1937]
- LION MATCH Co NEW YORK (inside “o”)
[1930-1940]
- LION MATCH Co NEW YORK (inside “o”) (upsd) (no SAFETY FIRST footer) [1928]
LION MATCH Co NEW YORK (inside “o”) (upsd) (SAFETY FIRST footer [1924-1929]
Some 99% of all of these small „o‟ covers are 20-strikes, of course, but there are a few 30-strikes, as
shown on the following page. (I currently have three). And, I‟ve never seen any 40-strike issues.
Also, the manumark in question here, as you would expect, is normally on the outside of the cover, just
below the striker. In some instances, though, it‟s to be found on the inside.
All of this may seem esoteric to some, but the Lion small „o‟ covers have always simply stood out to me,
crying for their own
category...and who am I to
deny such a call!
Numerically, this is a big
category. These covers
abound! I currently have
4,802, plus another 662 of
the older versions, although
none of the Safety Firsts are
included in the latter. I
collect Lion Safety Firsts
separately.
If you collect these
beauties, yourself...now you
know who you can trade
with!
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Sierra-Diablo’s Spring Swapfest!
You should be getting this bulletin at least a few days before this year‟s big swapfest begins, April 5-6, in
super-sunny [fingers crossed!] Roseville, CA. That means if you still haven‟t made plans to attend, you
still can! Why should you?

ONE-ON-ONE TRADING IN YOUR CATEGORIES WITH YOUR PEERS
TWO BIG AUCTIONS THIS YEAR, SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
LOTS OF SHOP TALK WITH EXPERIENCED COLLECTORS
MEET UP WITH OLD FRIENDS
MAKE NEW FRIENDS
CLUBS FROM AROUND THE COUNTRY WILL HAVE ALBUMS OF COVERS
AVAILABLE TO PURCHASE
REFRESHMENTS (that‟s enough to get me there!)
FREEBIE TABLE
Complete details on our web site: http://www.matchover.org/sierra
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Neiman-Marcus
Boy, talk about “local boy makes good!” Here‟s
a success story that would make anyone‟s mouth
water, and it has some interesting twists and turns.
It all started in 1905. Our own native son,
Herbert Marcus, Sr., left his home town of Dallas
to establish a sales promotion business based in
Atlanta, Georgia, with his sister, Carrie Marcus
Neiman, and her husband, Al Neiman. The ink
was hardly dry on the contacts before the
enterprise proved to be a great success, and the
three partners were quickly approached with two
buy-out offers: $25,000 in cash, or a state
franchise for some new beverage coming out on
the market.
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women, and children, gifts, fine china, glassware,
furs, precious jewelry, and cosmetics. For the last
decade or so, its “gifts” have especially garnered
the company national, if not global fame (and lots
of great, free publicity). Each Christmas, you can
usually hear Neiman-Marcus‟s new, unique
offerings in the Christmas gift department...his and
her round-the-world vacations, matching Ferraris,
etc.
If you‟ve never been in a Neiman-Marcus store,
you should put such a trip on your list; it‟s an
experience. You may not find anything you can
afford, but you can always ask for a match!

The Neiman-Marcus trio turned down the
beverage franchise, took the $25,000, and headed
back home to Dallas to open their own department
store, happy as could be. Little did they
know.....the new beverage was called Coca-Cola!
It later became a family joke that Neiman-Marcus
was founded on poor business judgment.
On September 10, 1907, the first NeimanMarcus opened its doors in the heart of the retail
district in downtown Dallas. The founders were
determined to sell satisfaction, not just
merchandise. Thus, a legend was born—a Texas
landmark second only to the Alamo in renown.
Neiman-Marcus‟s operational concepts hit
home. Word spread quickly about quality
products provided with the finest service
available. From the tale of a woman who wrote to
Stanley Marcus requesting a male companion
(because he seemed to deliver everything else) to
the current stories of sales associates decorating
customers‟ homes for the holidays, going above
and beyond the call of duty, Neiman-Marcus
established a reputation that has served it well.
From a small store in Dallas, Neiman-Marcus
has grown to a fashion icon with 30 stores in
seventeen states (Texas has the most, with six).
The stores specialize in exclusive apparel for men,

Need Plastic Pages?
The entire hobby has switched over to plastic album pages by now to house all those covers. Where
do you get them? There are various sources and an
array of different types. I prefer the Better-Vue pages
that Sierra-Diablo offers. They‟re lightweight, good
quality, competitively priced pages. The club puts in
two bulk orders a year, so plan ahead. Contact Jack
Benbrook, 1328 E. Rosser St., Prescott AZ 86301
(928-772-3763) (fi8cus@cableone.net) for details!
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An American Tour:
21
Manitou Spring’s Cave of the Winds
“Long ago, warm shallow seas covered the Pikes Peak region of Colorado. In those ancient seas,
abundant shell life thrived. As the sea creatures died, their shells fell to the sea floor and were broken up.
Layer upon layer of seashells accumulated over millions of years. The weight of the overlying layers
squeezed, compacted, and cemented together the underlying layers into a solid rock called limestone. The
process is similar to squeezing snow into ice.
The limestone in which Cave of the Winds was formed dates back almost 500 million years, deposited
during the Ordovician period of Earth‟s history.
About 70 million years ago, the seas that covered most of Colorado receded and the remaining limestone
was uplifted, forming part of the present Rocky Mountain region.
The Cave of the Winds‟ system of rooms and passages began to form approximately 7—4 million years
ago, when the limestone was below the water table. Rainwater mixed with carbon dioxide and formed a
weak carbonic acid. The acid solution dissolved away portions of the limestone,
leaving behind small passageways that filled with water. As more limestone
dissolved over thousands of years, the passageways grew larger and the rooms
were formed.
Cave of the Winds literally makes your jaw drop in wonder and astonishment. It
is geology and adventure rolled into one—a true, unique Geo|Venture! Located in
scenic hills above historic Manitou Springs, the caves are one of America‟s most
important show caves. Visitors have shared in the stunning beauty of Cave of the
Winds for over a century.
Early legends of the Jicarilla Apaches, who migrated through the Pikes Peak
region around 1000 AD, tell of a cave in this area where the Great Spirit of the
Wind resided. In the late 1800s, the modern era of Cave of the Winds began
when two young brothers, George and John Pickett, stumbled onto the caves. Just
out for a day‟s exploration with a church group, the boys never expected to
stumble upon what would become one of America‟s greatest show caves!
Through the years, visitors have ventured to the caves by foot, horse, carriage,
car, and RV. But whether 100 years ago or today, a visit to Cave of the Winds
enthralls the whole family with the magnificent wonders of our special
underground world.”
[http://www.caveofthewinds.com/]
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Ads
LISTS! REFERENCES!
RESEARCH MATERIALS!
Need a hobby glossary? Want to
find out how old that cover is?
Need information on an obscure
trademark? All that and more is
available with the right source.
Check out what there is at The
Vault - http://matchpro.org
TRADERS WANTED! I‟m
easy to trade with and have
trading material available in
most categories. Mike Prero,
12659 Eckard Way, Auburn, CA
95603

Coming Up
SIERRA-DIABLO SPRING
SWAPFEST: Heritage Inn,
April 5-6, 2008. 201 Harding
Blvd, Roseville, CA (800-2284747 or 916-782-4466. Room:
$55. Each year, it just gets better
and better. This is the only
swapfest in Northern California.
Make plans to attend. Complete
details always available at http://
matchcover.org/sierra
TRANS CANADA SWAPFEST: April 24-26, 2008.
Holiday Inn, Fort Erie, Ont.,
Canada More details coming.
AMCAL 2008: May 17-24,
2008. Piccadilly Inn Airport,
5115 E. McKinley Ave., Fresno,
CA.(559-251-6000) Room: $81
if reservation made by April15.
Theme is Patriotic.
UES: June 18-21, 2008, Plaza
Hotel, Hagerstown, MD, 301-

797-2500.
Auctions, bingo,
dealers tables, displays, freebie
tables,
and
much
more. Contact: Linda Clavette(717)749 -3871 or Stella
Williams-e-mail matchjsw@
DOnet.com. (937)890-8684.
RMS CONVENTION 2008:
August 3-8, 2008. The Inn at
Hunt's Landing Best Western,
Matamoras, PA. (570-4912400) Room: $99 More details
coming, but you can always get
the latest at Convention Central
on the RMS web site.
CONNECTICUT MC 35th
ANNIVERSARY MEET:
September 25 -28, 2008.
Marriott Hartford/Springfield
Airport, Day Hill Rd., Windsor,
CT 06095. (1-800-228-9290)
Room: $94+tax, includes 2
breakfast buffet vouchers per
room. Covers, games, auctions,
displays, raffle.
KEYSTONE-LEHIGH
HALLOWEEN BASH:
October 29-November 1,
Holiday Inn, Morgantown, PA.
Details coming.

Readers Write!
Fred Houk, FL: Ref “New
York‟s Fort Ticonderoga”
article in the October 2007
issue, the info (taken from the
official Fort Ticonderoga site)
stated that it was the
„southernmost fort of the French
Empire.‟ Fred, however, sent
documentation to show that the
French Fort Caroline, found in
Florida in 1564, was the
southernmost. Perhaps they
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meant the original Canadian
empire...but...Way to keep them
on their toes, Fred!
Bill Scott, CAN: Just finished
reading the Sierra Diablo
newsletter. It was great as usual.
On reading the article on
'dating covers,' [last issue] using
the 'War Years' as a marker,
Canada joined WW2 in 1939,
almost two years ahead of the
U.S. Tax stamp covers from that
time would be: 3/20 cent....
March 22/1933----June 25/1940
1/5 cent....June 25/1940-----March 23/1949 3/16 cent....
March 22/1933----June 25/1940
9/40 cent....June 5/1939------June 25/1940 3/10 cent....June
25/1940------March 23/1949.
With the above dates, Canada
could have 'WAR' covers from
1939.

Special Thanks to
Alan Cahn
Our special thanks to Alan
Cahn, IL, for the big box of
fullbooks he sent for our
upcoming Spring Swapfest.
They‟ll be on the Freebie table!

Sticky Back’s
“Sticky Back,” “Piggy Back,”
“Klean-Stick,” “Doubl Stick”..some you‟ve heard of;
some
you
probably
haven‟t...they all refer to covers
with an adhesive strip on the
back panel, allowing the
matchbook to be attached to the
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Happy Birthday!
Bachochin, John……………3-1
Mendonca, Raulin………….3-7
Tate, Michael………………3-7
Werts, D. Blake…………...3-10
Johnk, Janet……………….3-12
Crum, Dwain……………...3-16
Cole, Larry………………..3-18
Schultz, Gail……………...3-20
Danver, Larry……………..3-24
Franz, Robert……………..3-29
Slagle, Scott………………3-29
Barilla, William…………..3-30
Gray, Tom………………..3-30
pack of cigarettes for the
convenience of the customer.
“Piggy Back” was Lion Match
Co.‟s trademark for such covers.
The other names referred to
above are trademarks for similar
covers from other manufacturers—with the exception of
“Sticky Back.” That term seems
to be simply a generic term for
all such covers used within the
hobby. Whatever the manufacturer or specific trademark,
collectors here tend to just lump
all the different and various
makes together into one
categeory...”Sticky Backs.”
Even so, this is a small
category. Art Houser maintains
the listing; 484 were listed as of
September 2005, but the largest
collection I know of is Dan
Bitter‟s, OK, at 198, but that
was as of 2000, so that figure is
probably a little larger by now.
Interesting concept, as so
many were, but it never caught
on and was short-lived.

Hobby Insider...
- Empire MC had 31 people
turn out for its December
meeting, despite the terrible
weather. There are a lot of clubs
who would love to have a turn
out like that!
- S p e a ki n g of t e r r i bl e
weather ...Forest City MC had
to cancel its December meeting
because of a snow storm.
- A New Hard Rock Hotel had
its grand opening on December
12th, in San Diego. That means
more new covers for Hard Rock
collectors!
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a display award for “Judge‟s
Choice” at this year‟s UES and
for “Best Automobile Dealer” at
RMS.
- Huggable Bears MC is having
matchbooks made up for the
RMS Convention and is looking
into the possibility of printing up
T-shirts, as well.

COMING
UP
Apr: “Swapfest „08 Report”
Jun: “Ports of the World”

- Forest City MC will be giving

March’s Smile

Jul:
“Independence
Asides”
Replace
with advertising text
SIERRA-DIABLO...we’re
the hottest club in the
hobby! Company Name

The Sierra-Diablo Bulletin is a
monthly publication of the SierraDiablo Matchcover Club. Deadline
for all submissions is the 10th of
each month. Any information
herein may be reproduced with
appropriate credit line. Dues of
$10 (individual), $15 (family), $15
(Canada/Mexico) or $20 (outside
N. America) are payable to the
Sierra-Diablo Matchcover Club, c/
o Jack Benbrook, 1328 E. Rosser
St., Prescott, AZ 86301.
Visit Sierra-Diablo Web Site at:
http://www.matchcover.org/sierra
You can reach the Ed. on line at
RMSED@matchpro.org for help
with Bulletin/hobby questions,
concerns or problems.

